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INÉDITAD GALERÍACATALOG OF ARTWORKS LIO22 PROJECT

GALERÍA DE CRISTAL PALACIO DE CIBELES



RoBURNStiana

Raúl Álvarez

Acrylic, polyurethane foam, epoxy putty and

fiberglass on a piece made with different

resins.

71 x 32 x 21 cm. 9 kgs

Price: 3000€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 
 
 

"With the intervention in Robustiana I

wanted to turn it into one of my burning

icebergs from my "Burning Ice" series. A

symbology about climate change and the

damage caused to the habitat of many

animals, among them the walruses of the

Arctic." 

(Rául Álvarez Jiménez, A Coruña Spain,

2022)

 
 

https://ineditad.com/


More info about artist Raúl Álvarez
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/raul-alvarez


Mare Reme Nostrum

Martínez Cánovas

Graphite and watercolor graphite on a piece

made with different resins.

42 x 20 x 32 cm. 5 kg

Price: 2500€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

. 

 
 
 

"The theme chosen for Remedios is based

on mythological marine beings who, in

turn, are related to the sea just like her. It

is, on the one hand and as the main motif,

the God Triton playing his conch shell and

carrying an oar with his body half human

half fish. And on the other hand, an

interpretation of a Kraken that is based on

an octopus or giant squid. In the upper part

I have made a sky and a wind rose inspired

by illustrations of old cartographic maps."

(Juanjo Martínez Cánovas, Murcia, Spain,

2022
 
 

https://ineditad.com/


More info about artist Martínez Cánovas

https://ineditad.com/martinez-canovas


"Hipólito "BORN TO KiSS" is prepared to

successfully fulfill his objective. Thanks to his

camouflage paints and his arsenal of lipstick,

he is capable of carrying out his mission,

developing in the gray of the urban

environment, to distribute kisses at will full

color.

This work is my contribution to the edition of

LIO22. With it I give continuity to the series

WAR AFFAIRS in which I am currently working.

In it, I start from images of war in black and

white in which I introduce color elements

loaded with meaning."

 (Jaime Sancorlo, Madrid, Spain, 2022)

 
 

Hipólito Born to Kiss

Jaime Sancorlo

Acrylic and alkyd spray paint on a piece

made with different resins.

Vest: cotton canvas fabric, buttons, zipper

and contact glue.

Headband: cotton fabric and acrylic ink

Bandolier: leatherette

Lipstick: wood, aluminum and acrylic paint

Chain and identification plates: stainless

steel, epoxy putty and acrylic paint.

43 x 23 x 20 cm. 5 kg

Price: 2500€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 



More info about artist Jaime Sancorlo
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/jaime-sancorlo


"It shows an interpretation of what the iconic

animated character's current appearance

would be like after a few years have passed

since his birth and he had surgery to be a

walrus."

(Albert Bonet, Barcelona, Spain, 2022)

 
 

Robustiana Mikilina

Albert Bonet

Oil and epoxy resin on a piece made with

different resins.

43 x 22 x 24 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 2400€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

SOLD

 



More info about artist Albert Bonet
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/albert-bonet


"Hipocalipsis" is a fight between antagonists,

between heaven and hell, between the human

and the divine, between the beautiful and the

horrible.

Basing myself on the Book of Revelations and

the many illustrations that have emerged from

its fertile iconography, I wanted to decorate

Hippolytus as an illuminating monk from the

7th century could have done. I have reviewed

images of the Apocalypse of Angers, vivid

illustrations of Beato de Liébana, and dozens

of representations of hell by various Gothic

authors.

Hipocalipsis is the page torn from an ancient

codex written about a hippopotamus.

(Adrián Goma, Madrid, Spain, 2022)  

 
 

Hipocalipsis

Adrián Goma

Acrylic on a double primer of thick gesso

sanded on a piece made with different

resins.

43 x 23 x 20 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 2000€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 



More information about Adrián Goma
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/adrian-goma


"A sculpture full of emotions through textures,

which symbolize euphoria, greatness and

power at its most triumphant moment.

Atmospheres and gold details running

through the figure show the pure state of

ambition and the path to success."

 

(Irene Pérez, Madrid, Spain, 2022)

 
 

Ceferino Triunfante

Irene Pérez

Mixed technique. Textures based on acrylics

and fused enamels on a piece made with

different resins.

 

44 x 22 x 27 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 1600€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

SOLD

 



More about artist Irene Pérez
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/irene-perez


"Hipólito and his Vital Bubble is a work that

represents the moment in which we gestate,

produce or materialize an idea. It is a magical

moment, in which something great comes out

of nowhere. That capacity that we all have to

create, imagine, conceive, and that remains

invulnerable within us."

(Pablo Rodríguez, Málaga, Spain, 2022)

 
 

Hipólito y su Burbuja Vital

Pablo Rodríguez

Acrylic on piece made with different resins.

43 x 23 x 20 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 1700€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

SOLD

 



More info about artist Pablo Rodríguez
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/pablo-rodriguez


"La Reme en La Mancha is inspired by the La

Mancha sunsets at harvest time, where an

infinite number of cold and warm tones

appear at the end of August and September.

Its geographical location is located in my

town, specifically "La Laguna del Pueblo"

where I have spent all my childhood and

where for me it is a place of constant

"pilgrimage".

(Dresu, Pedro Muñoz, Ciudad Real, Spain,

2022)

 
 

La Reme en La Mancha

Dresu

Spray, acrylic and oil on a piece made with

different resins.

 

42 x 20 x 32 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 1300€ VAT inc + shipping costs.
 



More about artist Dresu
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/dresu


"The V series left its mark on several

generations. Diana, one of its protagonists, has

become a pop icon, and her image eating a rat

is television history. 

Those visitors dressed in red overalls, and

with skin Lizard under their human guise are

inspired for Ceferino's intervention."

(Cristóbal Tabares, Madrid, Spain, 2022).

 
 

Ceferino, el Visitante

Cristóbal Tabares

Acrylic paint on a piece made with different

resins.

44 x 22 x 27 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 1500€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 



More about artist Cristóbal Tabares
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/cristobal-tabares


"Marcelino's Desquamation exposes the

physical, mental and emotional transmutation

of the human being upon finding himself

behind the affliction that living with feeling

alien to everything he experiences, and

perceives of his own person means.

The work shows the instant in which the

protagonist manages to evade the social

standards and collective learning that drown

him, tearing his being apart to discover and

expose his lethargic interior to the world."

 

(Abel Carrillo, Madrid, Spaing, 2022)

 
 

La Descamación de Marcelino

Abel Carrillo

Mixed technique, acrylic, digital painting and

collage on a piece made with different

resins.

46 x 22 x 28 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 1000€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 



More info about artist Abel Carrillo
 
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/abel-carrillo


"Reme in movement is a piece that, despite its

stillness, turns on itself just enough to make

you uncomfortable. Continuing with the series

of negative paintings, in which the figures

move and overlap while the super-saturated

color moves through contrasting ranges,

Reme in Movement adopts all these attributes

and transports them to the volumetric figure,

integrating perfectly with the original design

of the piece. Faithful to its author, it manages

to respect the essence of Ornamante."

(Núria Farré Abejón, Barcelona, Spain, 2022)

 
 

Reme in Movement

Núria Farré Abejón

Acrylic primer, oil paint and matte varnish on

a piece made with different resins.

42 x 20 x 32 cm. 5 kg

Precio: 890€ VAT inc + shipping costs. 

 



More info about artist Núria Farré Abejón
 
 
 
 

https://ineditad.com/nuria-farre-abejon


 

 

ABOUT LIO 22. AN INEDITAD GALLERY & ORNAMANTE COLLABORATION

When art and design go hand in hand.

The LIO project (Los Ilustrados de Ornamante) arose in 2015, when the designer couple

Ornamante decided to create, coinciding with their anniversary date, special editions of

their pieces in collaboration with some artists.

In this i7th edition, Luis López, director of Inéditad Gallery, proposed to Xavi Ferrer and

Francisco Aguilera, the founders of Ornamante, that eleven artists represented by his

gallery be, on this occasion, the protagonists that intervene their unreal humanized

animals.

In this way, Raúl Álvarez, Albert Bonet, Juanjo Martínez Cánovas, Abel Carrillo, Dresu,

Núria Farré Abejón, Adrián Goma, Irene Pérez, Pablo Rodríguez, Jaime Sancorlo and

Cristóbal Tabares, have faced the challenge of using one of their pieces as a support. and

develop their respective techniques on them. The only conditions: that they respect his

own style and that they make the most of the three-dimensionality of the sculpture.

 
 

https://ineditad.com/
https://ineditad.com/
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After four months of work, the final result is more than surprising. Eleven literally unique

and unrepeatable pieces that, in addition to having the endorsement of a gallery for the

first time, attest to how the fusion between art and design can generate creations that are

as impressive as they are original.

ABOUT INÉDITAD GALLERY 

Inéditad is defined as a wandering gallery where omnichannel is one of its fundamental

pillars. Founded by Luis López in January 2020, it understands art as an instrument of

change and social transformation. That is why he is committed to artists who combine

excellent technique and a profound message of protest in their works. Creating synergies

and connecting talent is also one of its hallmarks.

An online and offline gallery that organizes its physical exhibitions in virtual reality

settings in parallel and that, in turn, transfers its online exhibitions to different physical

spaces with which it collaborates, both in Barcelona and Madrid. With this, it intends to

offer art lovers greater accessibility, giving the possibility of acquiring the works of its

artists in an omnichannel way, even through its website and its RRSS.

ABOUT ORNAMANTE

Fran Aguilera, interior designer and visual artist, with Xavi Ferrer, interior designer and

designer, started a project over seven years ago on which they have invested all their

enthusiasm and creativity. Ornamante was born, their idea of   materializing a "humanized

animal unreality" through artistic pieces made of ceramic or resin, and on which they have

known how to deposit their talent through a personal and unique design.

Certified pieces that, in addition to being able to be purchased online and in specialized

stores, are also available at their local Ornamante Lab-Shop (Carrer N'Amargós nº5),

located since 2017 in the central Gothic quarter of Barcelona (Spain)

Photo: Xavi Ferrer and Francisco Aguilera with Luis López, director of Inéditad Gallery

(in the center) at the inauguration of the Ornamante Lab-Shop in Barcelona in July

2017
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